
Joanne LaVallee (left) and Pat Perrella pose with their
Flower Power rocket.

But the moral of the story is that we had a lot of fun
with this model and I would recommend it to anyone as
an introduction to "High Power". It is a great team or
"family" model to build because there are several sec-
tions that can be completed independently before the
final assembly. Give it a try - it's a real blast!

The full text and plans of the El Grosso article, reprinted from American
Spacemodeling, can be found on pages 3-5.
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ASTRE Memories...

Flower Power / El Grosso
Article and photo by Pat Perrella

When some of the founding members of ASTRE come
into this time of year, they can't help remembering some
of those very early days. In a previous article, Jeff out-
lined some of the early happenings and how the club
was formed.

Most of this is pure nostalgia for many and I hope not
too boring for the others. I think there are many special
moments for all of us and it doesn't hurt to look back
from time to time and recall a special time when model
rocketry gave us some challenges and taught us how im-
portant teamwork and sportsmanship could be with the
success of our club.

From those first sport launches on Bruce's frozen field,
when we used Chuck Weiss' truck battery for ignition
power, we slowly upgraded to a fully supported launch
complex and officially began our NAR contests.

Somewhere along the line, "High Power" Rocketry be-
gan turning a few heads and not to be outdone by this
challenge Joanne LaVallee and I, who were the Solid
Rocket Boosters Team (SRBs), realized we needed to
have a model to call our own!

We decided to build the "El Grosso" model from the
February 1987 issue of American Spacemodeling. It was
an easy model to construct and custom paint, as the sec-
tions and fins could be painted before final gluing. We
chose a pink and purple combo as that would match our
ASTRE T-shirts! It was renamed the "Flower Power"
and was a very impressing looking model when com-
pleted!

It was powered by three D engines and could be used
for F Streamer events along with sport flights. Of
course, it didn't place very high in that event because of
its size and weight, but we hoped to qualify and recover
the rocket easily. We used a flashbulb cluster to ignite
the engines and for some unexplained reason the ejec-
tion system failed and the model nose-dived to a less
than glamorous landing.
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Two Die in Model Rocket Factory Fire
Friday, March 27, 1998, New York Times

COCOPAH INDIAN RESERVATION, Ariz. (AP) -- A fire swept through a
small model rocket factory Friday, killing two people and seriously burning
two others.

Two people were dead at the scene of the fire at Quest Aerospace Factory, said
fire spokesman John Abarca.

Two others were burned over nearly all of their bodies and were transferred to
the Maricopa County Burn Center. There was no immediate word on their con-
dition.

One person was also treated for smoke inhalation and minor burns.

The fire burned two of 10 buildings in the complex. Firefighters let the blaze
burn itself out because of the danger of explosion.

The cause hadn't been determined Friday afternoon.

The Cocopah Indian Reservation is in southwestern Arizona near the Mexican
border.

Third Man Dies After Toy Factory Blast
Sunday, 29 March 1998, Arizona Daily Star

SOMERTON (AP) - The death toll from an explosion and fire that ripped
through a small model rocket factory rose to three yesterday.

Another victim remains in critical condition.

Five men were working in the workshop at Toy Biz Spectra Star Friday after-
noon when it exploded.

Two victims were dead at the scene. Two others were flown to the burn unit at
Maricopa Medical Center in Phoenix with second- and third-degree burns over
most of their bodies.

Juan Enriquez died late Friday night of his injuries. Damien Barrios was still
listed as critical, according to hospital spokeswoman Catherine Menor, who did
not have the men's ages or hometowns.

The identities of two of the dead men have not been released by the Cocopah
Tribal Police Department, which is handling the investigation.

One worker was treated for smoke inhalation and minor burns at Yuma Re-
gional Medical Center and released.

The cause of the explosion has yet to be determined, but initial reports said the
fire started in a box of  900 rocket engines - the type used to launch toy rockets.

The factory, on the Cocopah Indian Reservation about 15 miles southwest of
Yuma in far southwestern Arizona, had previously passed a fire department
safety inspection.

Cocopah tribal spokesman Paul Soto said the factory opened in 1996 and em-
ployed about 20 people.

It's owned by Quest Aerospace, a division of New York-based Toy Biz, which
specializes in comic book action-figure characters.

Quest Aerospace produces ready-to-fly rockets that are pre-assembled and
packaged with a motor and accessories.
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Editor’s Thermal

Due to the late breaking news (at
right), I’ve been bumped from my
usual spot. This sad incident serves as
a reminder of the very serious business
of rocket motor manufacturing (model
or otherwise) and the risks that lie be-
hind the fun hobby that we all enjoy.
Our condolences go out to Quest’s em-
ployees and their families.

This issue focuses on Large Model
Rockets. Enjoy it, and come to see
some in person at our April 4 meeting.
One final bit of good news is the latest
NAR points, on page 10. I think I see
one or two familiar names there...

Jeff Vincent
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Take the BT-60 tube, and set it on top of the Tube Cen-
tering Guide (page 7). Mark the tube where the BT-50
tubes intersect the BT-60 tube. There are six points
where one should mark the BT-60 tube. Using an angle
iron, your yellow Estes tube marking tool, or even a door
jamb, mark 1.5 inch lines from these marks on the BT-60
tube. Each line should be parallel to the long axis of the
tube. Slit the BT-60 tube along these lines. Each slit
should be 1.5 inches long.

Try sliding the BT-60 onto the front end of the tube as-
sembly (the front end has the triangular sticks attached).
You will most likely need to widen the slits a little so
that the two halves of the rocket go together easily. Part
of the slitted end of the BT-60  tube goes down in the
BT-50 tubes, and part of it remains outside over a bit of
the triangular balsa sticks. I'm leaving it up to you to be
creative, and figure a way to do this so that the tube as-
sembly ends up being centered with respect to the BT-60
tube like they are shown in the Tube Centering Guide.

Once you get the two halves together OK, you have to
make sure that the axis of the BT-60 tube is parallel to
the axis of the BT-50 tube assembly. You definitely do
not want this model to be crooked, or it may arc over in
flight and power prang. Once the tubes are fitted together
and the entire assembly straight, tack the two halves to-
gether with CA glue (Hot Stuff, Zap, etc.).

The next step is to carve the "half nose cones" to plug the
BT-50 tubes where they project out beyond the circum-
ference of the BT-60 tube. These parts are what secure
the two halves of the model together, and act as aerody-
namic fairings to streamline the model. I used 1" x 1"
balsa block, cut to a 2 inch length for each nose cone.
One inch was used for the shoulder, and one inch was
used for the nose. I took each 1" x 1" x 2" block and
sawed them in half lengthwise to yield six 1/2" x 1" x 2"
blocks. You only need three, but will need extra pieces if
you make a mistake while shaping them. Refer to the
four-step diagram below to help visualize the steps re-
quired to make these parts.

(Continued on page 8)

Building the Astronite F36
Article and drawings by Wolf von Kiparski

The slightly tricky tube arrangement makes this model an
interesting first D cluster rocket. The most difficult step
in assembly is coupling the cluster of BT-50 tubes to fit
partially inside of a single BT-60 tube, and securing them
together so that they won't come apart in flight. The "half
nose cones" at the top of the BT-50 tubes shown in the
drawing of the model are not readily adaptable from
commercially-available parts, and you have to carve them
yourself from balsa blocks. The styling of the model and
need to fabricate custom parts is evocative of the "golden
years" of rocketry, when even kit builders had to carve
their own parts from supplied stock and paint detailed
graphics by hand. The rocket is designed to use three
Estes D12-7 motors, and that is the only 24mm motor
type recommended for flight. The model will require
modification and stronger parts in order to be flown us-
ing more powerful 24mm motors. I suppose 18mm B and
C motors can be adapted and used, but I have not tried
this.

Start assembly by gluing the three BT-50 tubes in a clus-
ter arrangement. Run a bead of wood glue down the side
of one BT-50 tube, stick it to another of the BT-50 tubes,
and lay them together on a flat surface making sure they
are parallel with each other. When dry, test fit the third
BT-50 tube on top of the tube assembly, noting where it
makes contact with the other two tubes. Run beads of
wood glue down the sides of the two glued-together
tubes, and glue the third tube on top of the tube assem-
bly. While this cluster of tubes is drying, cut three 7.5
inch lengths of the 1/4" triangular balsa sticks. These
three sticks are to be glued in the three "valleys" between
the tubes, flush with one end. After the tube cluster as-
sembly is dry and the sticks are glued to the assembly,
plug the hole in the center of the tube assembly with
"putty" made from tissue or crepe paper and glue.
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Attach the 3/16" launch lug on the BT-60 tube in the
vicinity of where the tube joins the BT-50 tubing. An-
chor the shock cord using your favorite method, but I
recommend the method LOC uses in their kits, rather
than the Estes method. The nine feet of shock cord will
give you ample insurance against the "Estes dent" too.
The final assembly step is to balance the model. The
center of gravity of the model should be located right at
the ends of the "half nose cones" in a model ready for
launch. Loaded with 3 D12-7 motors, your model will
not balance at this point. Epoxy some lead shot into the
tip of the nose cone until the model balances just for-
ward (at the tips) of the "half nose cone" fairings.

A word about finishing your model - D12s are fun mo-
tors, but they are known to cato occasionally. I've never
had this happen to me, but because my model might
some day be reduced to a cloud of cardboard, balsa, and
plastic, I did not want to spend a great deal of time fin-
ishing this model. I just gave it a sloppy coat of fluores-
cent green paint with fluorescent orange fins to make it
functionally visible.

My model's first flight was a success. All three motors
lit simultaneously, and the flight was arrow straight.
Ejection occurred right after apogee, and since it was
windier up there, I had to take a long, long walk to find
my model. The flight was video taped, and when I
viewed the launch frame-by-frame, I noticed a slight
wiggle during boost. A slight misalignment of the motor
tube cluster probably caused this, but the model is stable
enough to overcome any slight motor misalignment. The
wiggle disappeared after motor burnout. It's a fun model
if you are into clusters, and I'm looking forward to fly-
ing it again at our upcoming sport launch.

Wrap sandpaper around the BT-60, and contour one
side of each block to the curvature of the BT-60 tube.
Just take a block and sand it by moving it back and forth
parallel to the long axis of the BT-60. Check your
progress by fitting the block against the BT-60 tube
(with no sandpaper). You want to make the entire one
side of each block to fit closely against the BT-60 tube,
so take your time and do a good job.

After you do that, butt a block up against the top of one
of the BT-50  tubes, and mark off the outline of that part
of the BT-50 tube that is outside of the BT-60 tube. Re-
fer to the diagram to get an idea of how much wood you
will need to sand away to form a shoulder for each
piece. The idea is to get half of each block to fit down
into the BT-50 tube while the other half remains on the
outside. Once you form a one inch long shoulder that
fits down into the BT-50 tubing, sand the rest of the
piece to form a "half nose cone."

Before gluing the “half nose cones” in place, use sand-
paper to roughen up the BT-60 tube that will be covered
by the fairings when they are glued in place. The plastic
coating of Estes tubes doesn't stick very well to glue,
and it is important that these parts adhere to the model
very securely. In addition to roughing up the area with
sandpaper, I used a hobby knife to cut through the plas-
tic outer layer. If you do this, don't cut into the card-
board layer underneath the plastic. A few "x's" cut into
the area where the "half nose cones" will go will give
the glue more to grab onto. I used 15 minute epoxy to
glue the pieces in, and wood glue should work too, but
don't use CA or "school glue."  Make sure that the parts
are also glued to the inside of the BT-50 tubes as well as
the BT-60 tube.

The rest of the construction is straight-forward. Cut
three fins from hard 1/8" balsa, and sand the leading and
trailing edges round. The fin patterns allow for a gener-
ous tab at the root edge. You will need to test fin the
fins and custom sand the tabs until they fit down in the
space between the BT-50 tubes. The forward end of the
tab butts up against the triangular balsa sticks, and a
portion of the fins sits on top of these sticks. The fins
should not extend all the way back to the aft end of the
BT-50 tubes. This was done to allow for some clearance
when taping in the D12-7's for flight. Reinforce the
bond between the fins and the tube cluster by gluing
some thin basswood sticks down at the root edge of the
fins, and filleting well with glue.

(Continued from page 6)

JP’S
TRAINS & HOBBIES

277 Troy Schenectady Rd.
Latham, NY 12110

(518) 782-0981

Estes ∙ Quest ∙ Aerotech ∙ North Coast
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Hailing all advanced life forms...
Come to the

BABYLON 6 REGIONAL MEET
May 9-10, 1998
Johnstown, NY

Come fly with ASTREoids, MARSians, and
other alien competitors in these events:

• 1/4A Parachute Duration
• 1/2A FlexWing Duration MultiRound
• B Helicopter Duration
• B Altitude
• Sport Scale

For more information, contact
Wolf von Kiparski, 518-437-9747

And while you’re in this quadrant of the galaxy, be
sure to check out the state section championships...

NYSPACE 98 Regional Meet
May 23-24
Syracuse, NY area

• A Boost/Glider Duration
• B Streamer Duration
• Open Spot Landing
• D Dual Eggloft Altitude
• Sport Scale

For more information, contact John DeMar, 315-451-6470

A
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ASTRE Minutes - March 7, 1998
Compiled by Wolf von Kiparski

Treasury Report

Received $30.00 membership dues from Wolf, Jeff,
and John. $55.00 paid to the NAR for our charter re-
newal, club insurance, and site insurance.

Final Balance of $40.00 in petty cash, and $0.63 in our
checking account.

Activities

With less than two months to go before the flying sea-
son goes into full gear, we decided to host a regional
meet. Chuck Weiss came up with the name for the
meet: Babylon 6. Why Babylon 6? Ever watch Babylon
5? Ever imagine a place where people can get together
for one shared purpose, in this case, get ready for
NARAM-40? That place will be on our field in John-
stown, May 9-10. Check out the calendar at the end of
this issue of Stardust for what events we picked. It
ought to be a repeat of last August's First Strike re-
gional, another laid back weekend of rocket flying.
With good weather, it is a real treat to fly out there,
whether you are flying competition rockets or not.

Chuck Weiss mentioned that he will contact the owner
of the large field he located in the hamlet of Perth, just
south of Broadalbin. With the usual prevailing wind
patterns, the field is quite extensive west-to-east, not
unlike the huge field out in Geneseo. North-to-south
the field is like our existing field. Hopefully negotia-
tions with the landowner will go smoothly. Good luck,
Chuck.

NAR Stuff

ASTRE is going to take advantage of the NAR's offer
to send a free year's subscription of Sport Rocketry to
two public libraries of our choice. We chose the
Colonie and Schenectady County public libraries.

Fun Stuff

After running through club business, we spent the rest
of the afternoon checking out Jeff's scale models and
poring over his collection of scale data. Looking over
scale data that one hasn't seen before can be a lot of
fun, and Jeff has quite a collection of data. Jeff also
took his venerable Internats Saturn 1b model out of
mothballs for us to check out.

NAR Contest Points - 1 March 1998
by Tom Lyon

Here's the Top Fives as of March 1, 1998 listed in age
division, name, NAR number, section number, points,
and contest factors.

A Div.
    Contestant NAR# Sec# Points CF
1. Laura DeMar 52096 560 3132 6
2. Steven DeMar 59438 560 1988 7
3. Joshua Shapiro 55157 473 1320 3
4. Fritz Langford 69886 205 1318 5
5. Joella Shapiro  69255 473 1284 3

B Div.
    Contestant NAR# Sec# Points CF
1. Lisa DeMar 52095 560 4152 6
2. Rachel Brower 63976 205 3256 5
3. Jeff Supak 65524 365 2940 8
4. Steven Saenz 63691 1236 3
5. Robert Lyle 70941 365 1203 6

C Div.
    Contestant NAR# Sec# Points CF
1. Wolf VonKiparski 28643 560 3924 6
2. Bob Supak 65523 365 2655 8
3. Sam Saenz 17514 365 2136 3
3. Elliot Van Antwerp 70375 560 2136 6
5. Rod Schafer 36564 473 2130 3

Team Div.
    Contestant NAR# Sec# Points CF
1. Wallace & Gromit... T-pend 560 4320 6
2. Boland Brothers T-136 560 3054 6
3. Trash Always Wins T-007 205 2100 3
4. RAAVON Team T-205 205 1680 3
5. Phobos & Deimos T-097 560 1152 3

Sections
    Section Sec# Points CF
1. UNYROC 560 24162 6
2. NOVAAR 205 15449 5
3. NASA/Houston 365 13297 8
4. PSC 473   7926 3
5. NARHAMS  139   5788 3
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ASTRE Contacts :

Wolf von Kiparski 437-9747 wolf@netheaven.com
Jeff Vincent 439-2055 jvincent@wizvax.net
Chuck Weiss 883-8312 cbweiss@telenet.net

How to get to Jeff's house...

Your destination is 39 Cherry Avenue in Delmar. Take Rt. 85
south/west (accessible from I-90, State Offices, Rt. 20, or
Krumkill Rd.). After Rt. 85 changes from divided highway to
two-way, you'll see the following landmarks (note, this is a
complete list of the traffic lights you'll see):

• traffic light at Blessing Road, continue straight

• traffic light at New Scotland Road, take right to stay on Rt.
85

• traffic light at Rt. 140, take a left, follow to the end (1
mile)

• traffic light at Kenwood Avenue, go straight on to Cherry
Ave.

• my house is 0.2 miles in from Kenwood Ave. It is the third
house in a set of three similar houses on the right side of
the street. There should be parking for 2-3 cars in the
driveway, or, directly opposite my house (left side of
Cherry Ave.) is Oak Street, and I believe there should be
no trouble parking along the road there.

Note: ASTRE events appear in bold type.

April 4 - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent's house, 39
Cherry Ave., Delmar, 1:30 pm. Show & tell topic -
Large Model Rockets and Mid-Power Rocketry.

April 18 -  ASTRE Sport Launch - Bruce’s field in John-
stown, NY.

April 19 - NARCONN Launch - Pine Plains, NY.

May 2 - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent's house, 39
Cherry Ave., Delmar, 1:30 pm. Show & tell topic -
Retro-rockets - Model Rockets of the Past.

May 3 - NARCONN Launch - Pine Plains, NY.

May 9-10 -  Babylon 6 Regional Meet - Bruce’s field in
Johnstown, NY. Events: 1/4A PD, 1/2A FW MR, B HD,
B Alt, Sport Scale. Contact: Wolf von Kiparski, 518-
437-9747.

May 23-24 - NYSPACE 98 Regional meet - Syracuse, NY
area. Events: A B/G, B SD, OSL, D DEL Alt, Sport
Scale. Contact: John DeMar, 315-451-6470.

May 30-31 - NARCONN Launch - Cobleskill, NY.

June 6 - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent's house, 39
Cherry Ave., Delmar, 1:30 pm. Show & tell topic - TBD.

June 14 - NARCONN Launch - Pine Plains, NY.

June 20-21 - RAMTEC-6 Regional meet - Center Valley,
PA. Events: 1/4A PD, 1/2A SRDur, A B/G, B SD MR,
D DEL Alt. Contact: Glenn Feveryear, 717-456-5570.

August 8-14 - NARAM-40 NAR Annual Meet -  AMA Na-
tional Flying site, Muncie, IN. Events: 1/4A PD, 1/2A
FW MR, A B/G, B HD. B SD MR, B Alt, D DEL Alt,
Sport Scale, Research & Development. Contact: Glenn
Feveryear, 717-456-5570.

ASTRE Membership Application

Membership Dues (check one):

[  ] Junior member - $5.00
(under 18)

[  ] Senior member - $10.00
(over 18)

[  ] Family membership - $15.00
Number of newsletters:

Please make checks payable to
"ASTRE".

Name

Address

City

State                                                   Zip Code

Phone                                                  Date of birth

NAR number                                       Tripoli number

Send to: ASTRE
c/o: Wolf von Kiparski
46 Tremont Street
Albany, NY 12205

ASTRE Calendar



Jeff Vincent
Box 523
Slingerlands, NY 12159

ASTRE’s Next Meeting - April 4 - at Jeff Vincent’s house
ASTRE’s Next Launch - April 18 - at Bruce’s in Johnstown
In This Issue - ASTRE takes a look at Large Model Rockets

How To Get To The Flying Field

• From the east, take the Amsterdam exit (#27)
off the Thruway

• Take a right and follow Route 30 North for
one mile.

• Take a left at the second light after the bridge
onto Route 5 West.

• Follow Route 5 for three miles. Take a right
onto Route 67.

• Follow Route 67 for 5.5 miles. Shortly after
passing FMCC, take a right onto the small
road by Ed's RC shop. After one half mile you
will see JBJ Equine on your right. Follow the
driveway and park in the parking lot and walk
to the range.


